At Jonsson Workwear, we have committed ourselves to paving and pioneering the future of the African High Visibility industry by developing, designing and manufacturing a range of world-class High Visibility workwear garments that can be worn in a variety of industries.

Our High Visibility range uses bright fluorescent fabrics to ensure that workers are seen during the day. To ensure that workers are seen in low light conditions, we use high quality VizLite reflective tapes.

Jonsson Workwear has collaborated with Viz Reflectives to be the exclusive user and distributor of VizLite reflective tapes in Africa. Viz Reflectives is one of the global leaders in the High Visibility market, where their high quality products are trusted and well respected.

What are the advantages of collaborating with Viz Reflectives?

- The high quality of VizLite reflective tapes is extremely durable, ensuring it maintains its reflective properties for long periods of time.
- The high investment in research and development ensures that Jonsson Workwear has access to the latest technologies in this field.
- VizLite reflective tapes meet and exceed the latest EN ISO 20471:2013 international standards for certification.

This means that our customers can rest assured knowing that we are using only the very best reflective tape on all of our high visibility garments, ensuring that workers are seen and protected in the workplace.
VENTED TECHNOLOGY
Vents allow air into the garment and help prevent overheating. We use simple mesh panels which allow air to circulate, so that wearers stay cool and comfortable. Vent panels placed in the upper back area allow increased air-flow over the back, neck and shoulders, and the underarm ventilation allows cross flow air movement around the body.

VENTED LONG SLEEVE REFLECTIVE WORK SHIRT

FABRIC: 100% Cotton Twill
WEIGHT: 135 gm
SIZES: S    M    L    XL    2XL    3XL    4XL
COLOURS: Yellow & Navy, Orange & Navy

80mm VizLite 201 Reflective Tape
Button Down Front
Deep Henley Curved
Pen Pocket Division
Hook and loop Closure On Pocket
Mesh Vent Under Arm

VENTED TECHNOLOGY
Mesh Vent
Under Arm
Pen Pocket Division
Hook and loop Closure On Pocket
Mesh Vent Under Arm
80mm VizLite 201 Reflective Tape
Button Down Front
Deep Henley Curved
COMPLETE YOUR HIGH VISIBILITY WORKWEAR SOLUTION

Not only will these caps keep you protected from the sun whilst working outdoors, but they will also keep you visible and safe, day and night.

**HIGH VIZ CAP**

**FABRIC:** 100% Polyester Twill

**WEIGHT:** 140 gsm

**COLOURS:** High Viz Orange, High Viz Lime, High Viz Yellow, High Viz Navy

**Details:**
- 50mm VizLite reflective tape for increased visibility
- Button down front
- 2 front pockets with hook and loop closures
- Triple needle stitching on all seams for extra strength
- Exta long curved hem
- Bar tacks on stress points.

**HIGH VIZ TEE SHIRT**

**FABRIC:** 100% Cotton Pique Knit

**WEIGHT:** 130 gsm

**SIZES:** S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL

**COLOURS:** High Viz Orange, High Viz Yellow, High Viz Lime

**Details:**
- Breathable / Moisture management fabric
- Crew-neck
- Side slits with bar tacks
- Resistant to colour fading

**TWO TONE HIGH VIZ GOLFER**

**FABRIC:** 100% Cotton Denim

**WEIGHT:** 150 gsm

**SIZES:** S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL

**COLOURS:** Navy & High Viz Orange, Navy & High Viz Orange, Navy & High Viz Orange

**Details:**
- High Viz Long-sleeved golf shirt
- Ribbed collar
- Velcro placket
- High Viz orange reflective tape on left sleeve
- Pen pocket

**TWO TONE HIGH VIZ GOLFER**

**FABRIC:** 100% Cotton Pique Knit

**WEIGHT:** 130 gsm

**SIZES:** S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL

**COLOURS:** Yellow & Navy, Orange & Navy

**Details:**
- Breathable / Moisture management fabric
- Button down front
- 2 front pockets with hook and loop closures
- Triple needle stitching on all seams for extra strength
- Extra long curved hem
- Bar tacks on stress points.

**TWO TONE LONG SLEEVE REFLECTIVE WORK SHIRT**

**FABRIC:** 100% Cotton Twill

**WEIGHT:** 135 gsm

**SIZES:** S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL

**COLOURS:** Yellow & Navy, Orange & Navy

**Details:**
- Double back pleats / 50mm VizLite silver reflective tape for increased visibility
- Button down front
- 2 front pockets with hook and loop closures
- Triple needle stitching on all seams for extra strength
- Extra long curved hem
- Bar tacks on stress points.

**TWO TONE SHORT SLEEVE REFLECTIVE WORK SHIRT**

**FABRIC:** 100% Cotton Twill

**WEIGHT:** 135 gsm

**SIZES:** S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL

**COLOURS:** Yellow & Navy, Orange & Navy

**Details:**
- Double back pleats / 50mm VizLite silver reflective tape for increased visibility
- Button down front
- 2 front pockets with hook and loop closures
- Triple needle stitching on all seams for extra strength
- Extra long curved hem
- Bar tacks on stress points.

**TWO TONE HIGH VIZ CAP**

**FABRIC:** 100% Polyester Twill

**WEIGHT:** 140 gsm

**SIZES:** STD

**COLOURS:** High Viz Lime Green, High Viz Orange, High Viz Yellow

**Details:**
- 50mm VizLite reflective tape for increased visibility
- Button down front
- 2 front pockets with hook and loop closures
- Triple needle stitching on all seams for extra strength
- Extra long curved hem
- Bar tacks on stress points.
As Jonsson Workwear, we are pioneering the high visibility industry in Africa by using a range of VizLite reflective tapes on our high visibility garments.

VizLite 100
FIRST QUALITY REFLECTIVE TAPE
VizLite 100 has a polycotton backing and exceeds all of the legal requirements of EN ISO 20471:2013 and ANSI 107:2010.

VizLite 201
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE REFLECTIVE TAPE
VizLite 201 is Viz Reflectives premium brand reflective material. It is specifically constructed to look brighter and offers the highest levels of reflectivity and performance. VizLite 201 exceeds all of the legal requirements of EN ISO 20471:2013 and ANSI 107:2010.

VizLite 205
FIRST QUALITY REFLECTIVE TAPE
VizLite 205 is a premium reflective material, and offers all the reflectivity performance of VizLite 201 Premium tape, with the added benefit of a high laundry specification making it ideal for garments that will need high levels of cleaning. VizLite 205 meets and exceeds the reflectivity requirements of both EN471 2003 Class 2 and ANSI 107:2010.

VizLite 301
FLAME RETARDANT REFLECTIVE TAPE
VizLite 301 Flame Retardant Silver Reflective Material meets and exceeds the requirements of EN471 2003 Class 2, ANSI 107:2010, EN469 2005 and EN 1495-5:2008 Electrostatic properties. VizLite 301 is a Fire retardant reflective material making it ideal for use on Flame Retardant garments.

VizLite 080
REFLECTIVE TWO TONE TAPE
VizLite 080 is a twin trim tape consisting of a combination of two separate materials; a substrate layer of 50mm wide woven 100% Polyester Fluorescent yellow webbing with PU Coating on reverse and a reflective layer of 18mm wide VizLite 205 reflective tape. The VizLite 205 element exceeds all of the reflectivity requirements of EN ISO 20471:2013 and ANSI 107:2010.
We believe the workforce in the Construction, Engineering and related industries deserve to be clothed in top quality, protective workwear that they can wear with pride.